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Figure 1: Proposal vision: multi-layered
map for exploration and exploitation.

We propose to design and analyze heterogeneous au-
tonomous nodes in the context of large-scale, com-
plex networks in dynamic environments. We nec-
essarily consider capable and diverse vehicles, sen-
sors and nodes with energy and communication con-
straints. The power limitations, further exacer-
bated by the desire for long deployment times, sug-
gests the consideration of jointly optimized schemes
- that is the coupling of autonomy, sensing (learn-
ing/classification), control/actuation and communi-
cation. This joint consideration can be viewed as
the optimal integration of multiple layers of relevant
“maps” (see Figure 1): given the location of a tar-
get, there are optimal sensor node locations; given
the communication infrastructure, there are optimal
node sites for communications; further the costs of
actuation, sensing and communication, connects these maps together. Optimal learning and
classification is function of these coupled maps and will impact the design of vehicle con-
trol and communication. With our “map” framework in place, we can incorporate missing
observations, noise, clutter and data uncertainty through filtering various map layers.

The deployment of a large number of fixed and autonomous assets across multiple scales
(O(1km) - O(100km)) and modalities (air, surface and underwater) yields a highly complex
system for which we desire complete autonomy. We will examine the role of machine intel-
ligence and adaptive classification systems in the context of wireless communications and
cooperation to provide a coherent global framework for real-time evaluation and decision
making for system deployments, navigation and adaptive search. As such, our proposed
research is relevant to Autonomous perception and intelligent decision making and Scalable
and robust distributed collaboration. We shall focus on marine systems given our expertise
and system access – however our methods are applicable to aerial and terrestrial systems.

We will study: (1) fundamental, long-term autonomy in a resource constrained network
centric paradigm with variable operating environments incorporating sensing, vehicle and
environmental constraints; (2) classification and feature extraction for highly dynamic sys-
tems leveraging speech and language processing methods; (3) dynamic network topology
management and design for distributed systems; and (4) the experimental validation of our
methods via Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV), Autonomous Surface Vehicles (ASV),
and fixed node networks. Such a research agenda is crucial towards realizing the Navy vi-
sion of a distributed system of heterogeneous unmanned systems relying on network-centric,
decentralized control, with flexible autonomy and accurate information dissemination. With
regards to program impact: Our novel approaches have the potential to enable fundamental
improvements in key Navy and marine applications such as: surveillance, target detection,
reconnaissance, and port and harbor security, etc.
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